Florida Orchestra reaches high level of momentum this week

**Concert Review**

By Kurt Loft

The Tampa Tribune, Saturday, January 7, 1995

The success of Friday's special concert, the Florida Orchestra's first performance of the year, was the center of attention for music lovers throughout the city. The orchestra, under the direction of conductor James Conlon, presented a program that was praised by critics and audience members alike.

The program included works by Mozart and Haydn, as well as a transcription of Beethoven's Symphony No. 5. The performance was wellreceived by both critics and audience members, with many praising the orchestra's skilled musicianship and the conductor's able leadership.

The orchestra's next performance is scheduled for this coming Sunday at the Florida State University performing arts center. Tickets are available at the box office or online.

---

Florida Orchestra

231-3988

TICKETS: 916-98-1685 or 961-850

Per Seating

Where: Raymond Center, SL

When: Sunday at 8

Conductor: James Conlon

Wrote the piece for this special event.